DIZZION ZLINK
ENDPOINT SOLUTIONS
Endpoint security solutions to fit any use case

KEY BENEFITS

The Secure Endpoint Challenge: as workforces become more
spread out, it is increasingly difficult for IT teams to provide and
support secure endpoints. Whether you are allowing remote
employees to use their own devices or supplying corporate
machines, challenges like compatibility, patching and data
security become a growing concern. Add hardware refresh
cycles and the task also becomes expensive.

Deploy in Minutes
Download (zLink BYOD) or plug-andplay (zLink/zLink+). Ready in less than
5 minutes without IT support.

Dizzion zLink endpoints help organizations address those issues
by making it easier and more affordable to grant employees
secure access to virtual desktops and streaming applications on any device, anywhere.

Maintain Data Security
Full control and management over
your data, even with personal devices.

What is Dizzion zLink?

Easily Support Remote Workers
Enable robust remote working without
worrying about personal device
security or expensive endpoints.
Bring Old Hardware Back to Life
Convert outdated devices with
incompatible operating systems into a
usable thin clients.
PCI & HIPAA Compliant
Dizzion’s PCI-DSS and HIPAA/HITECHcompliant managed desktop-as-aservice extends to zLink endpoints.
Managed Updates
Once configured, Dizzion handles
updating and patching to ensure
zLink solutions remain secure.

Dizzion zLink is a suite of robust, low-cost endpoint solutions
that allow companies to take advantage of virtual desktops
while dramatically reducing capital investment, management
overhead, data security concerns and endpoint vulnerabilities.
Choose from three zLink options.
• zLink | A desktop conversion solution that enables
organizations to extend the useful life of outdated endpoints.
Compatible with any x86 64-bit based devices.
• zLink+ | A small form factor thin client that only requires
peripherals like a monitor, keyboard and mouse. Easy and
affordable to ship but robust enough to support multiple
monitors and two-way voice.
• zLink BYOD | Downloaded software that enables compliant
controls and validation of an end-user’s Windows machine.
zLink BYOD allows only Dizzion services to be accessed during
work time. Attempts to access personal/other files are denied.
Simple to install and even easier to ship, the zLink solutions are
especially useful for remote working programs and third-party
contractors. Provide users with location flexibility reduce the
risks of misplaced, stolen or unreturned devices.
zLink is designed to support mid-market and enterprise
deployments of Dizzion end-user computing solutions. It is
the affordable way to relieve your company of the burden of
endpoint device provisioning and management.
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HOW DIZZION ZLINK SOLUTIONS HELP
SCENARIOS

DIZZION ZLINK SOLUTIONS

YOUR BENEFITS

Your company wants to
move to BYOD, but security
is a concern.

zLink BYOD gets downloaded
on a personal device and when
it’s engaged, the native OS is
inaccessible. Workers can only
access Dizzion managed DaaS/
approved resources.

The corporate desktop,
data and applications stay
100% isolated, ensuring
security.

You ship remote-worker
laptops, but it’s expensive
and time consuming.

zLink thin clients are small and
affordable to ship. All employees
have to do is provide the monitor,
mouse and keyboard.

Minimize shipping costs
and the expense of unreturned laptops.

You have a supply closet
filled with old laptops that
are too outdated to run
modern operating systems
and applications.

Convert old machines into Dizzion
Managed DaaS-ready thin clients
with zLink desktop converter.

Use the hardware you’ve
already paid for instead
of buying new machines.

You handle payment card
data or personal health
information (PHI/ePHI)
and need to be PCI-DSS or
HIPAA compliant.

Dizzion offers both PCI-DSS and
HIPAA-compliant managed DaaS
solutions that are independently
audited every year. These audits
extend to zLink to ensure they meet
the necessary requirements.

Increase efficiency
when achieving and
maintaining compliance.

Seasonal spikes are part
of business, but providing
part-time workers with
company-issued devices is
expensive and complicated.

Stop storing unused laptops or
hoping seasonal worker BYOD
devices are updated, patched and
secure. zLink is ideal for provisioning
and securing seasonal workers.

• Cost-effective
• Reduced storage space
• Easy to deploy

LEARN MORE AT DIZZION.COM/ZLINK
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